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A Tenderfoot Tracks Onepapa
By George

Piercing, hawk-like eyes narrowed, sinews taut, jaw
clenched grimly, the hunter senses trail's shadowy end.
Through the trees, in the next clearing, may lie the answer
to his long quest and tormenting question. Who will
be sitting cross-legged by the tipi? Will it be a real
Indian Chief, resplendent in quill-embroidered buckskins,
long shell earrings and a feathered bonnet with horse-
hair streamers and white weasel pendants? Or will it
be only the redskinned figment of some artist's imagina-
tion, similarly arrayed, but existing only in fancy?

The sole clue lies in an educated guess by sincere but
misinformed palefaces, indicating that the proud, stern
visage adorning F271-281 belonged to Sioux Chief
Onepapa.

Finally, in the flickering light of the council fire, truth,
or at least part of it, will be revealed. The chase is over,
and the novice hunter, red-eyed and exhausted, contem-
plates the now secured quarry. He takes quill in hand
to detail his discovery, and the perils of Indian hunting
in 1967.

For any whose numismatic meanderings have casually
introduced them to our noble Sioux friend, but whose
curiosity did not extend past Mr. Friedberg's terse de-
scription, this may be, if not inspiring, perhaps interest-
ing. While directed primarily to other newcomers (such
as I) to the realm of Saddle Blankets, allow me to note
in passing that several contemporary authorities in this
field also had no earthly idea as to the whys and where-
fores of the Chief, other than the sketchy remarks on
page 65, Second Edition, of Paper Money of the United
States. This book, although an excellent work, invalu-
able to all who search the happy hunting ground of our
nation's currency, is not infallible. This fallibility, how-
ever, should not be disheartening; instead it should be
encouraging to us tenderfeet, as will be demonstrated.

Since I had never before heard of Onepapa, (in itself
not very surprising), the first step in an effort to identify
him logically seemed to be the study of some more or
less scholarly works, such as encyclopaedias, histories,
and books on Indian lore. None contained the merest
mention of his existence. Therefore, I sagely concluded
that Onepapa was not a famous chief (if indeed a chief
at all). So, I decided to press on.

The next effort in pursuit of this ghostly redman de-
manded great imagination and courage. I wrote the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, which promptly forwarded the
inquiry to The Bureau of Engraving and Printing, which,
having no Bureau to Answer Questions Regarding What
We Have Printed and Engraved to whom they might
further refer the letter, was compelled to reply. With
the astute aid of the Smithsonian Institution, they came
up with a relatively adequate answer. In all fairness,
this response was polite, well-documented and made no
pretense toward disseminating facts not readily verifiable
to the writer.

It turns out Mr. Friedberg's "Onepapa" was actually
none other than good old Tatokainyanka! This name,
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translated into our immigrant American, means Running
Antelope. "Onepapa," it is explained, was not a Sioux
word. but a mis-translation of the name of the Dakota
Tribe to which Running Antelope belonged—the Onc-
papa, or Hunkpapa. This great tribe, interesting enough,
boasted as one of its outstanding citizens the famous
Sitting Buffalo or, as he is better known to us, Sitting
Bull.

To proceed, the "why" of Running Antelope's appear-
ance on a Series 1899 $5 Silver Certificate remains a
mystery, at least to the present experts of the Bureau and
Smithsonian (and therefore to me). Now I will make
a conjecture about this "why," which I hope will prove
unacceptable to readers of this article, thereby stimulat-
ing someone to expose my ignorance and in so doing,
furnish numismatics with new and refreshing informa-
tion on a subject long considered "cut and dried."

Now to the conjecture. Perhaps some conscience-
striken Senator, uncomfortably considering the 1890
massacre at Wounded Knee Creek, thought that a Sioux
likeness on our regular currency might alleviate "the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune" which had
befallen our red brothers.

Assuming this, or some similar premise, Running
Antelope may have been chosen because of convenience
or accessibility. Perhaps he was a guest in some Federal
prison. How accessible can you get? Or maybe the
Senator's choice was a concession to the local Photog-
rapher's Union. An Indian holding a peace pipe and
wearing a peace medal certainly offered considerably less
risk to the cameraman's scalp than one with knife and
tomahawk. Whatever the reason, there is Tatokainyanka
in all his dignified glory, deserving better than the un-
dignified misnomer under which he has gained recogni-
tion. After all, if "Onepapa" interpreted as "one
having a single father," the name is certainly less than
distinctive for a worthy warrior, since this parental situa-
tion is common to many. Likewise, should its meaning
he taken as "being a papa only once," it is hardly in
keeping with his manly appearance and ethnic reputation
for virility.

Although this tenderfoot's trek is ended, not in the
Woodlands of the Great Lakes, where Running Antelope's
fellow Sioux ranged, but in the marbled halls of Wash-
ington, there are still trails to be blazed. Why was a
Sioux selected. and why Tatokainyanka in particular?
What were the features of his life and experience? Why
was his the only Indian portrait to ever embellish a
United States paper money issue? Was he a chief, or
just another Indian? These and doubtless many other
considerations remain undefined for this beautiful note.

So, despair not, fellow frontiersmen. There are other
paths to follow, other wildernesses to explore. Put on your
moccasins, take trusty flintlock in hand, and for those
fortunate enough to survive the rigors, perhaps there
awaits a coonskin cap, emblazoned with the ANA medal
of merit, or maybe even a string of wampum for your
type set!
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